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ㅡ

Skills Small arms training(pistol, rifle,carbine, shotgun)  CCW training,
DMR/Precision training, Crew Served Weapons Systems expert/training,
Executive Protection Detail expert/training, Hand to Hand/Self Defense
training, School and Church Security team training, Active Shooter
training, Red Team Ops leader/expert/asset, Mentoring, Coaching, Public
Speaking, High Risk ORM, De-Escalation/Negotiating, Vehicle Dynamics,
Medical (basic and trauma) Raids, Assaults, Support by Fire expert,
Tactical Gear sales and outfitting, Bodyarmor outfitting and sales,
Firearm and Suppressor sales

ㅡ

Experience Ozark School of Gunfighting / Owner/Operator
SEPT 2021 - PRESENT, MISSOURI

This is a 60 acre training facility that has multiple ranges. It has a flat
range, vehicle dynamics range, mid range 0-600y and a long range
0-1700y

We do everything from fundamentals to high level team training. We do
static line, movement, and force on force training.

ShotStop Body Armor / Direct Dealer/Sales
JUNE 2018-PRESENT,  WORLD WIDE

I sell armor and travel to sell armor to LEO/PMC/MIL and tac shops.
ShotStop body armor is a leader in the industry and has the best plates
on the market.  They are the lightest and toughest plates money can buy
and come at a super affordable rate…..it's like buying a Lambo for the
price of a Tahoe

Nesbitt and Associates / Security Specialist/Team Lead
JULY2016- JAN2019,  WORLD WIDE

Nesbitt and Associates is a premier security firm offering solutions to
problems that schools, work places, churches, and people might have.
We have done everything from Red Team operations on google to
executive protection work with Mr. Gates and Mr. Buffett. We have done
facility hardening consults with schools, work places, churches and more.
My job was to lead a team to solve these problems. My specialties were
in the Red Team Operations and Executive Protection space, I did a lot of
active shooter training as well.



United States Marine Corps / 0311, 0331, 0913, 0931
OCTOBER 2008 - JUNE 2016,  WORLD WIDE

0311- Rifleman, my primary job was to locate, close with and destroy the
enemy with extreme prejudice at any cost to myself without putting my
team in jeopardy based off of the tactical decisions that were made. This
job consisted of many combat roles (DMR, CQB, Hand to Hand, Raids,
Assaults, Direct action missions, EP details) that I went to schools for and
utilized those skills in combat while on my deployments.  When I was not
deployed or in the field I was in  charge of training my marines and
preparing them for upcoming missions.

0331- Machine Gunner, my job was to carry a 240B on foot patrols,
raids, assaults, and set up support by fires and overwatch positions for
raids.  I had a team of 6.  I was to be an expert at finding supported
positions that we could use to put a gun at to maintain fire superiority in
the event that things would go dynamic. I was the main gunner, I set up
the positions and ran the gun.

0913- Combat Instructor- This role is exactly what it says, i trained
Marines to go to war and be successful whether they were doing direct
action missions, presence patrols, security patrols, raids, working state
department. It didn’t matter, my job with my team was to make them
combat ready

0931- Primary Marksmanship Instructor- I was a lead for combat
marksmanship and taught it well. CQB, mid range, DMR, mounted, crew
served, assaults, I had to learn them all well enough to teach the marines
using these tools how to become proficient in their abilities to take lives
overseas.  Static lines, running and gunning, around vehicles, in vehicles,
team and solo man CQB, DMR/Precision shooting.

Deployed in 2009,2011,2012

ㅡ

Education
NO COLLEGE

-HS GRAD IN 2008

-BOYS TOWN HIGH SCHOOL 2006-2008

INDUSTRY SCHOOLS AND CERTS

-MODERN SAMURAI PROJECT RDS PISTOL INSTRUCTOR

-SHEEPDOG RESPONSE PROTECTO LVL 1 AND 2

-SHEEPDOG RESPONSE VEHICLE DYNAMICS

-FIELDCRAFT SURVIVAL GUNFIGHTER PISTOL LEVEL 1 AND 2

-FIELDCRAFT SURVIVAL GUNFIGHTER CARBINE LEVEL 1 AND 2

-ROGUE METHODS CLOSE QUARTER GUNFIGHTER

-ROGUE METHODS LOW VIS CARBINE

USMC SCHOOLS

-BOOTCAMP

-SOI- SCHOOL OF INFANTRY

-AILC- ADVANCED INFANTRY LEADERS COURSE

-VBSS- VISIT BOARD SEARCH AND SEIZURE



-RAIDER PACKAGE

-DESIGNATED RIFLEMANS COURSE

-FOREIGN DIGNITARY PROTECTION COURSE

-CLOSES CONTACT PROTECTION COURSE

-COMBAT LIFESAVER

-TRAUMA LIFESAVER

-STOP THE BLEED - HEMORRHAGE CONTROL

-MGLC- MACHINE GUN LEADERS COURSE

-CMIC- COMBAT MARKSMANSHIP INSTRUCTOR COURSE

-CQB LVL 1,2,3- SOLO AND TEAM

-DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENTS AND ENTRY

-MUC/ROCA- COMBAT HUNTER


